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Cell ‘mechanomics’
A novel approach for precision nanomedicine in cancer.

Targeted drug delivery is one of the most
essential objectives in cancer treatment
due to the high toxicity of chemotherapy
drugs. Great effort has been invested in
delivering drugs specifically to the site
of disease, i.e. the tumour area, while
reducing the exposure of healthy tissues.
To achieve this specificity, there are many
attempts to produce the ‘active targeting’
of drug delivery systems. Nano or
microparticles may be loaded with active
drug molecules and function as drug
carriers. An optimal design would enable
the drug carrier to recognise the tumour
cells and attach to them while ‘ignoring’
normal cells. To realise such a design, it is
essential to identify the unique features
of the tumour cells that can potentially
be exploited to guide the drug to act
specifically on the tumour with minimal
harm to healthy tissues.
The traditional approach of active drug
delivery focuses on decorating drug
carriers with molecules that can recognise
unique components on the surface of
cancer cells. However, a major problem in
this approach is that cancer cells’ surface
molecules constantly change during the
course of the disease, thus making the
targeting less efficient over time.

A new principal for
cell selectivity
An innovative project, MTrix, suggests a
new and ‘out of the box’ solution to this

problem. Prof. Benny’s laboratory from
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem found
a new way to eliminate the dependency of
drug targeting on cell surface molecules
and instead use cells’ physical properties
as a principle for cell selectivity.
There is growing evidence correlating
cancer
aggressiveness
with
the
mechanical deformability of tumour cells.
Cancer cells have an enhanced ability to
change their shape in response to stimuli
compared with normal cells derived
from the same tissue origin. Various
processes of cancer development require
mechanical adjustments of the tumour
cells to physical environments. For
instance, the growth and development of
high-pressure tumours, the detachment
of metastases-forming-cells from the
primary tumour, their efficient motion and
passage through narrow confinements,
and their establishment in different
locations (Chen et al., 2016; Baker et
al., 2010; Wirtz, Konstantopoulos and
Searson, 2011; Friedl and Wolf, 2003;
Butcher, Alliston and Weaver, 2009).
The mechanical properties of cells can
be measured using biophysical methods,
usually by detecting the response of
cells to applied force (Gavara, 2017;
Brill-Karniely, 2020). For many cancers,
the higher the tendency of the tumours
to metastasise, the more the cells are
elastic and deformable (Brill-Karniely et
al., 2020; Suresh, 2007).

Considering the major role of cell elasticity
in cancer cell function and the variance in
the ability of cancer versus normal cells to
deform, the question is whether these can
be utilised to design specific nanocarriers
that can penetrate distinctively into
cancer cells, thus providing a desired
‘active drug targeting’. In other words, the
physical differences between normal and
cancer cells may be taken advantage of to
promote drug delivery specificity.

A triangular correlation
As per physical theories, cell deformability
is essential for inserting particles, e.g. drug
delivery systems, into cells (Brill-Karniely et
al., 2020; Stern et al., 2016). The more the
cells are elastic, the higher their tendency
to absorb particles that can further
internalise into the cells. The theoretical
prediction of the researchers was that
by changing the physical properties of
nano and microparticles, such as the size,
shape or elasticity, the specificity of drug
delivery to cancer is largely enhanced, as
demonstrated in Figure 1A. Indeed, in a
detailed study of melanoma vs normal skin
cells, the researchers found that cancer
cells have a high capacity to internalise
nano/microparticles. They demonstrated
in various biological platforms, including
2D, 3D and animal models, that there is
a ‘triangular correlation’ between cell
malignancy, cell deformability and cell
‘phagocytosis’ capacity (Figure 1B) (BrillKarniely et al., 2020).

Figure 1: The concept of ‘mechanical targeting’ suggests that particles that require massive cell deformation for their internalisation will be taken up by elastic cells
(e.g. the more malignant ones) and less by stiffer ones (e.g. normal cells).
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PC-3 human prostate cancer cells stained with blue Coomassie, under a differential interference contrast
microscope. Adobe stock © kolyadzinskaya
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The triangular correlation was proven
in human prostate cancer cells and
human melanoma cancer cells of
different malignancy potentials sorted
into subpopulations based solely on
their particle uptake capacity. The
highly phagocytic cells showed elevated
aggressiveness ex vivo and in vivo. Most
interestingly, the capacity of cells to
uptake particles was found to be higher
with generational progression, suggesting
that there is genetic involvement; indeed,
changes in the cell epigenetic signature
were found (Brill-Karniely et al., 2020).
In all cases, enhanced ‘phagocytosis’
and aggressiveness phenotypes were
correlated with greater cell deformability,
as predicted by a computational model. The
multidisciplinary study provides a novel
unconventional approach and a proof of
concept that phagocytic measurements
can be applied for cancer diagnostics and
personalised nanomedicine, in which drug
delivery systems can be optimised per
person to obtain maximum selectivity.

PROJECT SUMMARY

Future applications
Based on the novel concept, the research opens up the use of ‘mechanomics’, e.g. cell
biomechanics data, as a novel channel of information that can be translated into the
future diagnostic and treatment of cancer, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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The project goal is to provide an integrative
approach for the rational and personalised
design of drug carriers in cancer, using the
mechanical properties of cells and particles
as the main principle for drug targeting—
based on cell uptake. Our unique approach
uses physical differences between normal
and cancer cells that can define the
capacity of a given particle to be engulfed
by a deformable cell in order to promote
specificity of therapy. In the project, we aim
to establish a correlation between cancer cell
deformability, malignancy and ‘phagocytosis’.
The project includes advanced technologies
of microfluidics, nanotechnology and
theoretical physical model.
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Figure 2: The vision of personalised medicine in cancer in the mTrix project. Information of cell biomechanics measured via particle uptake (i.e. ‘mechanomics’) is developed into a novel tool for designing more selective and personalised drug carriers
and can also be used for diagnostics and understanding basic biological mechanisms
in cancer.
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